New at Lynn

Lynn + Code Institute
Lynn University formed an academic collaboration with Code Institute to offer students, alumni and employees training in web development.

What is Code Institute?
Code Institute is a Dublin-based bootcamp that produces career-ready developers. The bootcamp is advised by an Industry Advisory Council comprised of leaders from Accenture, Dell, GSK, PayPal and more. The council reviews, validates and recommends syllabus improvements ensuring students learn the most relevant technologies and languages.

How does the collaboration with Lynn work?
Lynn students, alumni and employees will gain access to Code Institute’s online program at any time they choose, for one year at a discounted cost. Lynn undergraduates can earn 12 credits toward their degree. They can choose to count all 12 credits as electives, or up to 6 toward a bachelor’s degree in cybersecurity or data analytics with the remaining as electives.

What will students learn in the program?
Participants will gain career-ready software development skills and the expertise to work as a developer upon completion. Code Institute teaches HTML5, CSS3, Javascript and Python, along with other technologies.

What support is available to students?
Students will have a dedicated mentor who is an industry expert and access to a dedicated student support team.

How are students graded?
There are no exams. Five milestone projects assess students over the course of the program. These projects ultimately comprise a personal software development portfolio for students to showcase their abilities and interests.

How is the program structured?
Code Institute’s online program is self-paced. Participants are expected to complete the program within one year. Bootcamp material is accessible for up to one year after the completion, providing access to any technology updates that take place in that timeframe.

What is the expected time commitment per week?
If a participant spends 12.5 hours per week on coursework, it will take approximately 48 weeks to complete the bootcamp.

Who is eligible to enroll in the program?
All Lynn students, alumni and employees can take advantage of special university pricing.
Are there any prerequisites?
Coding experience is not required; only a passion for technology and dedication to learning.

Why doesn’t Lynn create its own web development program?
Technology is continuously evolving, and the nature of bootcamps ensures flexibility to quickly adapt curriculum based on market needs.

What is the cost?
Lynn students, employees and alumni receive a 20% discount on Code Institute’s bootcamp. The total cost is $4,000.

As an additional incentive, anyone who registers by July 31, will receive an introductory price of $3,000—a 40% discount.

Is financial aid available?
Code Institute can help identify opportunities for financial assistance. There is no federal, state or Lynn institutional aid available.

Are there additional materials required?
Students need a laptop or computer with a minimum of 4GB of RAM and internet connectivity. The device should be equipped. Tablet devices are not suitable for the program.

How do Lynn community members apply?
Lynn students can apply for Code Institute admission online at codeinstitute.net/lynn-university, and a representative will guide applicants through the process.

Will Lynn administrators be notified of Lynn participants?
Code Institute will inform Vice President for Academic Affairs Gregg Cox of Lynn inquiries. Academic advisers will receive all student inquiries, and Alumni Affairs will receive any alumni inquiries.